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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 

------------------------------------------- X  

In the Matter of the Application of  

JOSEPH YAKUEL, AGENCY WITHIN LLC, and 
GET THINGS DONE LLC,  

Petitioners, 
 
For Judgment Confirming an Appraisal Award 

-against- 

ANDREW GLUCK, 

Respondent. 
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: 

Index No.  158184/2019 
 
 
RESPONDENT ANDREW GLUCK’S  
VERIFIED CROSS-PETITION TO 
VACATE APPRAISAL AWARD 
 
 
 
     

------------------------------------------- X  
 

  Pursuant to the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. § 10, and Articles 75 and 76 of the Civil 

Practice Laws and Rules, Respondent Andrew Gluck, by and through his undersigned attorneys 

Cooley LLP, hereby petitions this Court for vacatur of an appraisal award rendered in a proceeding 

before professionals at PricewaterhouseCoopers on March 20, 2019, and allege as follows:  

NATURE OF PETITION1 

1. Respondent  Andrew  Gluck  and  Petitioner  Joseph  Yakuel  cofounded  a  digital 

marketing agency called Agency Within LLC (“Agency Within” or the “Company”) in early 2015.  

The Company is a smashing success, growing its revenue at well over   in each year of its 

existence,  producing  consistent  profit  margins  of  approximately  ,  and  attracting  marquee 

clients including Spanx, Shake Shack, Nike, Intuit, and Budweiser. 

                                                 
1 For consistency among the parties’ filings, in this proceeding and in the parallel arbitration, Respondent uses the 
same exhibit numbers for the documents cited herein as was used by the parties in the arbitration.  Accordingly, “R” 
exhibits were submitted by the Respondent in the parallel arbitration and “C” exhibits were submitted by claimants, 
who are the Petitioners in this proceeding.  All documents are true and correct copies of the documents they purport 
to be.    
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2. In August 2017, Mr. Gluck emailed Mr. Yakuel to ask for an amendment to their 

operating agreement to foreclose the possibility that Mr. Gluck’s interest in Agency Within could 

be disproportionately diluted.   This request arose out of trusts and estates work Mr. Gluck was 

having performed. Considering Agency Within’s success, Mr. Gluck was concerned about the risk 

of disproportionate dilution.  Accordingly, on August 2, 2017, Mr. Gluck asked Mr. Yakuel to 

agree to  amend  the  Company’s operating  agreement to foreclose  the  risk  of  disproportionate 

dilution and protect and secure Mr. Gluck’s interest in Agency Within for the future. 

3. Although Mr. Gluck believed this change was necessary, in fact, under the terms of 

the operating agreement, Mr. Yakuel could not disproportionately dilute Mr. Gluck (because the 

issuance of any new units in Agency Within would dilute all members pro rata), and Mr. Yakuel 

likely knew this.  However, unbeknownst to Mr. Gluck, Mr. Yakuel “began to resent” Mr. Gluck, 

as  he  believed  Mr.  Gluck  was  “content  to  coast  off  his  valuable  equity  interest that  was  being 

driven far more by [Mr. Yakuel’s] efforts and versatility than [Mr. Gluck’s].” (R-198 at ¶ 9.)  Mr.  

Yakuel felt that Mr. Gluck was no longer deserving of his equity in Agency Within.  (Id.)  Evidence 

adduced in the arbitration shows that Mr. Yakuel had been thinking about forcing Mr. Gluck out 

of the Company for months, since the beginning of 2017.  (Id. at ¶ 10.)  In in his dealings with Mr. 

Gluck, however, Mr. Yakuel kept up the appearance of a continued deep personal and business 

relationship between the two.   

4. Before Mr. Gluck raised the issue of disproportionate dissolution, Mr. Yakuel told 

the Company accountant that he wanted to remove Mr. Gluck from Agency Within.  Mr. Yakuel 

even  hired  lawyers  in  June  2017  to  figure  out  how  this  could  be  accomplished, a  challenging 

proposition  to  be  sure, when Mr.  Gluck held  fully-vested  units  of  Agency  Within and  the 

agreement had no buy-out clause.  Thus, when Mr. Gluck requested dilution protection to secure 
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his interest in Agency Within, Mr. Yakuel seized upon it as an opportunity to force Mr. Gluck out 

of the company. 

5. Mr.  Yakuel  immediately  forwarded  Mr.  Gluck’s  request  to  his  lawyers  and  had 

them  begin  working  on  an  amendment  to  the operating  agreement that  would  provide  for  Mr. 

Gluck’s ouster.  Mr. Yakuel’s lawyers prepared an amendment that promised to provide Mr. Gluck 

with protection from disproportionate dilution.  The “antidilution” provision he proposed provided 

that Mr. Gluck’s “Class C Units” could never be diluted and that if any new units were issued to 

any person, additional units must also be issued to Mr. Gluck such that his relative ownership stake 

in the Company stayed at 35%.  As “consideration” for this protection, Mr. Yakuel insisted on a 

unilateral right to repurchase Mr. Gluck’s units at any time.  Mr. Yakuel also demanded that Mr. 

Gluck be subject to an overbroad, multi-year non-compete covenant. 

6. Mr.  Gluck  affirmatively  asked  Mr.  Yakuel why  the repurchase  option was 

necessary.  In response, Mr. Yakuel lied to his business partner and the person to whom he, as 

Agency Within’s managing member, owed a fiduciary duty.  He told Mr. Gluck (repeatedly) that 

he had no intention of using the repurchase option and it was only there in case the two had a major 

disagreement  in  the future and could no longer  work together.   He assured Mr. Gluck that the 

clause was just in case things between them had broken down so much that they could no longer 

stand to be in the same room.   

7. Although the amendment expressly stated that its purpose was to provide Mr. Gluck 

with dilution protection, and the parties agree that Mr. Gluck’s “request for anti-dilution protection 

was  the undisputed  genesis  of  the  [a]mendment,” (R-200 at  1), in  truth, this protection  was 

worthless because Mr. Yakuel intended to exercise the repurchase option as soon as the ink on the 

amendment was  dry.   Just days  before  the  amendment  was  signed,  Mr.  Yakuel  even  told  his 
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assistant that he planned to exercise the repurchase option right away.  Mr. Yakuel disclosed none 

of this to Mr. Gluck, despite his duty, as Mr. Gluck’s fiduciary, to do so.  

8. In reliance on Mr. Yakuel’s affirmative lies and omissions, Mr. Gluck executed the 

amendment. 

9. Two days later, Mr. Yakuel exercised the repurchase option and fired Mr. Gluck.  

Mr. Yakuel excluded Mr. Gluck from all Company operations from that day forward and even 

prevented him from accessing the office to recover his personal belongings.  Mr. Yakuel converted 

Mr.  Gluck’s  capital  account,  which  had  over  $900,000  in  it  from  the  prior  year and  failed  to 

distribute to Mr. Gluck his portion of Agency Within’s undistributed 2018 profits, which at the 

time of the repurchase totaled more than  . 

10. Shortly thereafter,  Mr.  Yakuel  initiated  a  sham  appraisal  process  that  would 

undervalue Mr. Gluck’s units by tens of millions of dollars and allow Mr. Yakuel to buy him out 

for mere pennies on the dollar.  Pursuant to the terms of the amendment, Mr. Yakuel engaged one 

of the accounting firms listed therein, PricewaterhouseCoopers (“PWC”), to value Mr. Gluck’s 

units.  However, he prohibited Mr. Gluck from  participating in the appraisal process.    Further, 

although the appraiser was supposed to be neutral and independent, the terms of the engagement 

with PWC made PWC beholden to Mr. Yakuel. 

11. Specifically,  the  terms  of the engagement  letter  with  PWC,  which Mr.  Yakuel 

negotiated unilaterally without Mr. Gluck’s involvement, provide that all information and data for 

the  appraisal  would  be  supplied  exclusively  by Agency  Within  (i.e.,  Mr.  Yakuel).2   The 

engagement letter further provided that  PWC  “performs  the  Services on  the  basis  that  the 

                                                 
2   Although “Agency Within” engaged PWC, Mr. Yakuel was the real party in interest.  Mr. Yakuel had complete 
ownership and control of the Company, was the signatory on the engagement letter, the primary source of 
information for PWC, and the only beneficiary of PWC’s work.  Accordingly, Mr. Yakuel is used synonymously 
with Agency Within with regard to the engagement of PWC.  
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information provided is accurate and complete,” and expressly states that PWC “will not audit 

or verify any information provided to it.”   

12. Far  from  a fair process promised to Mr. Gluck in the amendment and  under  the 

FAA and CPLR, which would allow Mr. Gluck to present information or evidence to a neutral and 

independent decision maker, the process orchestrated by Mr. Yakuel was a rigged proceeding.  Mr. 

Yakuel participated and presented evidence, all of which was assumed to be accurate and complete 

and  was  relied  upon  by  PWC.    Mr.  Gluck,  on  the  other  hand,  never  had  an  opportunity  to 

participate, present evidence, or object to false and inaccurate evidence provided by Mr. Yakuel. 

13. First, Mr. Yakuel unilaterally decided on the rules of the process with PWC, who 

was  supposed  to  serve  as  the  neutral.    Second,  the  rules  provided  that  only  Mr.  Yakuel  could 

provide information and evidence to PWC for the appraisal.  Third, PWC would accept all of the 

information Mr. Yakuel provided as “accurate and complete.”  Fourth, PWC would not use its 

independent judgment to evaluate or verify the information Mr. Yakuel provided.  Fifth, Mr. Gluck 

had  no  opportunity  to  submit  his own  information  or  evidence,  or  object  to  the  information 

provided by Mr. Yakuel as inaccurate or tainted by conflict of interest (and when Mr. Gluck tried 

to object, Mr. Yakuel refused to allow PWC to accept his information, and it was ignored).  Finally, 

Agency Within would insulate PWC from liability (or accountability) by agreeing to indemnify 

PWC against any third-party claims. 

14. Mr. Gluck filed an action seeking to enjoin the sham appraisal proceeding and, with 

the Court’s assistance, struck a deal by which he could participate in the appraisal.  But when Mr. 

Gluck  attempted  to  participate,  Mr.  Yakuel  refused  to  allow  PWC  to  modify the  terms  of  its 

engagement so that it could accept information from Mr. Gluck without being in breach.  PWC 

itself recognized that “[w]ithout having everyone be a party to the agreement, there is at the 
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very  least  the  perception  of  a  conflict  that  we  do  not  have  the  ability  to  appropriately 

mitigate.”  (R-104.)   

15. Mr. Yakuel’s response to PWC was swift and decisive:  “There should not be any 

further discussions as to engagement.  Agency Within LLC has engaged you pursuant to the signed 

engagement letter.  Agency Within LLC and PWC need to proceed with the valuation pursuant to 

the  engagement  letter.    The  Company  does  not  wish  to  modify  the  engagement  terms,  so  let’s 

proceed accordingly.”  (R-102.)   

16. The appraisal that resulted from this engagement was not fair, neutral or balanced—

it  was  entirely  partial  to  Mr.  Yakuel.   Indeed, Petitioners  went even so  far  as  to  claim work 

product protection over PWC’s appraisal report when refusing to provide Mr. Gluck with a copy 

in the parallel arbitration.      

17. Mr. Yakuel used the rules he selected to cause PWC to significantly undervalue 

Mr. Gluck’s units.  Mr. Yakuel submitted false and misleading information to PWC, including 

objectively false financial information that overstated historical expenses by more than a million 

dollars as  well  as false financial projections showing that Agency Within’s business would 

suffer a catastrophic  decline in  profitability of   within two  years.    Mr.  Yakuel  even 

predicted that the Company’s combined EBITDA for the next four years (2019 to 2022) would be 

less  than  its  EBITDA  in  2018  alone!   Despite this  forecasted  disastrous  decline  in revenue, 

EBIDTA, margins, and number of clients, Mr. Yakuel also told PWC that the Company would 

have a significant increase in expenses, including that the Company would   its payroll to 

,  spend  more  than    on  building  out  a  new  floor  of  office  space,  spend 

, , 
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and   on lavish conferences for prospective customers, who, according to the financial 

projections, were not expected to become new customers. 

18. PWC  accepted  wholesale  all  information  provided  by  Mr.  Yakuel—as  it  was 

required to do under the terms of its engagement—and undervalued Mr. Gluck’s units by tens of 

millions of dollars.   

19. In sum, the process was entirely corrupted by Mr. Yakuel and inherently unfair to 

Mr. Gluck.  An award procured under these circumstances—without a shred of due process of the 

law—cannot be confirmed and reduced to a judgment of this Court.  It must be vacated. 

THE PARTIES 

20. Respondent Andrew Gluck is a cofounder and founding member of Agency Within.  

Until May 2018, Mr. Gluck served as the Chief Operating Officer of Agency Within.  Mr. Gluck 

is, and has at all relevant times been, a resident of the State of New York. 

21. Petitioner Joseph Yakuel is the Chief Executive Office and a founding member of 

Agency Within.  Mr. Yakuel also serves as the Managing Member of Agency Within, pursuant to 

the Company’s operating agreement.  Upon information and belief, Mr. Yakuel is a resident of the 

State of New York.   

22. Petitioner Agency  Within  LLC  is  a  full  service  digital  marketing  agency  for 

enterprise  brands.    Agency  Within  is,  and  has  at  all  relevant  times  been,  a  New  York  limited 

liability company, with its principal place of business in Long Island City, New York.  Agency 

Within engages in interstate commerce by managing marketing campaigns for clients which reside 

in states outside of New York and by broadcasting advertisements to consumers across state lines.   

23. Get  Things  Done  LLC is  a  New  York  limited  liability  company  owned  and 

controlled  entirely by Mr. Yakuel.    Upon  information  and  belief, Get  Things  Done  LLC is a 

member of Agency Within.   
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

24. This Court has jurisdiction over the parties because a substantial part of the events 

that gave rise to this matter occurred in the State of New York and the parties are domiciled in 

New York.  

25. The parties contractually agreed that venue for their disputes shall lie in this Court. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. The Founding of Agency Within  

26. Messrs.  Gluck  and  Yakuel  met  while  working  together  in  the  marketing 

departments of Quidsi (a subsidiary of Amazon.com) and the Vitamin Shoppe.  (R-198 at ¶ 3.)  

Recognizing each other’s talents, they decided to partner in 2014 to start a business focused on 

technology solutions for the restaurant and food service industries, such as tablet-based menus and 

point-of-sale systems.  (Id. at ¶ 4.)  Over the next year, they spent a significant amount of time 

working on their project, which they called TastyTab.  During this time, Messrs. Gluck and Yakuel 

became close friends.  (Id. at ¶ 3.)   

27. While  working  towards  a  product  launch  of  TastyTab,  several  of  their  business 

contacts asked them to provide their businesses with digital marketing assistance.  (R-199 at 10.)  

Messrs.  Gluck  and  Yakuel  accepted  the  work,  viewing  it  as  “side  business.”    Eventually,  they 

shifted gears and decided to open a digital marketing agency.  (R-198 at ¶ 5; R-199 at ¶¶ 11-12.)  

Thus,  in  February  2015,  Agency  Within  was  born.   The  partners  named  the  company  Agency 

Within, to reflect their vision of creating a digital marketing agency that would allow clients to 

outsource their internet-based marketing departments to experts in the field (well below the cost 

of bringing those experts in-house).  (R-198 at ¶ 2.)  Agency Within is now a full-service digital 

marketing  and  creative  agency  that  offers  digital  marketing  strategy,  customer  acquisition  and 

retention,  marketing  automation,  conversion  rate  and  landing  page  optimization, and  related 
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services.  (R-82 ¶ 2.)  Agency Within provides these services for major global brands and engages 

in commerce across state lines.     

B. The Agency Within LLC Agreement  

28. Mr. Yakuel’s lawyers at a firm called Garvey Schubert drafted the Agency Within 

LLC agreement (“LLC Agreement”).  (R-1.)  Mr. Gluck did not have the LLC Agreement reviewed 

by counsel at the time.  The LLC Agreement was executed on or about February 20, 2015   

29. Mr. Yakuel was the managing member of the LLC and held Class A and B units, 

which entitled him to all of the voting rights in the Company.  (R-1 at ¶¶ 1.1.15, 3.3, 4.3, 4.4, 5.1.)  

Mr. Yakuel was also the Company’s Chief Executive Officer.  (R-1 at ¶ 5.2.2.)   

30. Mr. Yakuel owned 501 Class A units directly and 499 Class A units and 64,000 

Class B units indirectly through his family trust, called the Joseph Yakuel Family Trust.  (R-1 at 

Schedule A.)  Mr. Yakuel’s brothers, Ron and Meir, were the named trustees, but the trust was 

completely  controlled by Mr. Yakuel himself.  Collectively, Mr. Yakuel  owned and controlled 

65,000 units of Agency Within, representing 65% of the Company.  (Id.)  

31. Mr. Gluck was a minority member in the Company with the title of Chief Operating 

Officer.  He held 35,000 Class C units, representing a 35% ownership interest in the Company.  

(R-1 ¶ 5.2.2; Schedule A.)  Mr. Gluck’s Class C units entitled him to 35% of all profits and losses 

but did not come with any voting rights or control over the business.  (R-1 at ¶ 4.5.) 

32. The  LLC  Agreement  provides  that  all  allocations  of  profits  and  losses  and 

distributions of profits must be made to Mr. Yakuel, his trust, and Mr. Gluck on a pro rata basis 

based on their respective percentage interests in the Company.  (R-1 at ¶¶ 7.1, 8.1.)   

33. Messrs. Yakuel and Gluck did not take salaries from the Company.  Instead, the 

two agreed to divide all Company profits according to their respective ownership interests (65% 

for Mr. Yakuel and 35% for Mr. Gluck).  Each time a partner took money from the Company’s 
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account, he would alert the other to take a proportional amount out of the account as well.  (R-76, 

R-77, R-78.)  These distributions were referred to as “guaranteed payments” on the partners’ K-1 

tax forms.  (See, e.g., R-125.)   

34. The partners were meticulous in dividing up the profits from the Company.  For 

example, Mr. Yakuel would take the Company’s corporate credit card points for himself and send 

Mr. Gluck an electronic transfer through Venmo representing his 35% portion of their value.   

C. Agency Within Becomes a Huge Success 

35. Messrs. Gluck and Yakuel worked hard to build a superior agency from the ground 

up.    Neither  had  experience  working  for  major  marketing  agencies, and  they  brought  a  fresh 

perspective to the business of marketing for outside clients.  The Company was profitable from 

day  one  and  saw  significant  early  traction.    Since  that  time,  the  Company  has  experienced 

phenomenal success.  In just a few years, Agency Within became a full service digital marketing 

and creative agency. 

36. Agency  Within’s  primary  business  is  implementing  and  managing  digital 

marketing campaigns for its clients.  The Company earns monthly fees based on a percentage of 

client money spent on advertising campaigns (known as client “spend”).  Agency Within’s client 

roster includes some of the most valuable and iconic brands in the world, including Nike, Hugo 

Boss, Diesel, Budweiser, Spanx, Facebook, Intuit, and Shake Shack.  Recently, the Company has 

significantly expanded its creative department, shooting commercials for major consumer brands 

and, upon information and belief, employing makeup artists and support staff for its creative team.   

37. The partners leveraged an innovative (and lucrative) business model.  They utilized 

a dynamic pricing structure in which clients paid the Company a smaller percentage of advertising 

spend as they spent more money.  For example, fees for the first $100,000 in ad spend might be 

billed at 15% to 20%, the next $100,000 would be at a lower rate, and so on, until the rate leveled 
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off at 10%.  By using dynamic rates, known as waterfall pricing, rather than flat rates, the Company 

was able to achieve significantly higher margins than their competitors. 

38. While more  expensive  than its peer  firms, the  partners,  (and  Mr.  Yakuel,  in 

particular)  were  highly  effective  at  bringing  in  new  clients  because they could  convincingly 

explain to  potential new clients  why Agency  Within  was worth  it.    

 

 

 

 

  

39. The  Company  also required clients  to  pay  a  minimum  monthly service  fee, 

regardless  of  spend.    Initially,  the  required  minimum  monthly  fee  was  $5,000  (with  a  few 

exceptions).  The Company raised its minimums to $7,500 in early 2016 and then again to $10,000 

a  few  months  later.    The  partners  knew  they  would  lose  some  smaller  prospective clients  but 

wanted  to  shift  to  larger,  more  lucrative  and  stable  clients.    Upon  information  and  belief,  the 

monthly minimum fee to clients now exceeds $20,000, reflecting the Company’s confidence in its 

ability to bring in new larger clients. 

40. The  Company  has  seen  more  than    year-after-year growth in  revenue  and 

profit.  In 2015 (its first year), the Company—which was just the founders—earned  of 

profit on revenues of just under .  Just two years’ later, by the end of 2017, the Company 

had grown to approximately , earned more than   in revenue, 

and over   in EBITDA. 
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41. In or about 2017, the Company was told by its Facebook representative that Agency 

Within  

 

.  The Company was also on the cutting edge of 

emerging media channels, including podcast and influencer marketing.  

42. The Company continued to grow through 2018.  By the end of 2018, the Company 

had more than  and surpassed   in revenue.  (R-109 at 21.)  Further, the 

Company  had  acquired  larger  more  lucrative  clients,  including  Nike  and  Hugo  Boss,  while 

shedding some of its smaller clients.   The Company continues to grow today, with more than 30 

positions currently posted on the Glassdoor job site—many of which are for new positions and 

departments the Company created in the last 18 months.  (R-120; R-201.) 

43. As the Company grew from startup to industry leader, Messrs. Yakuel and Gluck’s 

friendship continued to grow as well, and the two became as close as family.  (R-202 at ¶¶ 15, 16; 

R-199 at ¶ 9.)  

D. Mr. Gluck Requests an Accommodation to Foreclose the Possibility of 
Disproportionate Dilution  

44. In August 2017, Mr. Gluck emailed Mr. Yakuel to ask for an amendment to their 

operating  agreement  to  foreclose  the  possibility  that  his  interest  in  Agency  Within  could  be 

disproportionately diluted.   (R-38.)  This request arose out of trusts and estates work Mr. Gluck 

was  having  performed. (Id.)  Considering  Agency  Within’s success, Mr.  Gluck  was  concerned 

about the risk of disproportionate dilution.  Accordingly, on August 2, 2017, Mr. Gluck asked Mr. 

Yakuel  to  agree  to  amend  the  Company’s  operating  agreement  to  foreclose  the  risk  of 

disproportionate dilution and to protect and secure Mr. Gluck’s interest in Agency Within for the 

future.   
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45. On August 2, 2017, Mr. Gluck asked his partner for contractual protection against 

dilution to protect his interest in the Company for the long term.  (R-38.)  In fact, Mr. Gluck could 

not be disproportionately diluted because the LLC Agreement provides that all classes of units are 

considered  equal  when  calculating  percentage  interests  in  the  Company.    In  other  words, Mr. 

Yakuel could not dilute Mr. Gluck without diluting himself.  (R-1 at § 1.1.19.)  Mr. Yakuel almost 

certainly knew this.   However, he seized on Mr. Gluck’s concerns and used them as an opportunity 

to force Mr. Gluck out of the Company. 

46. In his very first email exchange with Mr. Gluck regarding establishing an LLC for 

their digital marketing business, Mr. Yakuel told Mr. Gluck that he was getting a “sweetheart deal” 

because Mr. Yakuel would bring in more clients for the business.  (R-75; R-199 at ¶ 12.)  Mr. 

Yakuel believed he was “generous” to offer Mr. Gluck 35% of the Company, without a vesting 

schedule.  (R-199 at ¶ 12.)  The fact of the matter was, however, that when Agency Within was 

being formed, “neither [Mr. Yakuel nor Mr. Gluck] anticipated that Agency Within would be such 

a  success.”    (Id.)    As  Agency  Within  grew  to  be  the  industry-leading  enterprise, the  seed  of 

resentment and regret took hold in Mr. Yakuel. 

47. Mr. Yakuel explained that early in the life of the Company he and Mr. Gluck “both 

worked very hard to make [the Company] a success.”  (R-198 at ¶ 7; R-199 at ¶ 21.)  Mr. Yakuel 

felt that  Mr.  Gluck  “was  a  fantastic  business  partner  who  contributed  appropriately  to  the 

company’s success.”  (R-82 at ¶ 7; R-199 at ¶ 21.)  However, in “early 2017,” he began to feel as 

though  Mr.  Gluck  was  unwilling  to  take  on  additional  roles  and  responsibilities  to  help  grow 

Agency Within, and more tasks fell to him.  (R-82 at ¶ 11.)  In witness statements submitted in the 

arbitration, Mr. Yakuel admitted:  “I began to resent that Andrew was not willing to work as hard 
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as I was or take on additional responsibilities to further Agency Within’s success . . . .”  (R-82 at 

¶¶ 12-13; R-198 at ¶ 9.) 

48. Mr.  Yakuel  further  testified  that  he believed Mr.  Gluck  no  longer deserved his 

equity stake in Agency Within.  Mr. Yakuel felt as though Mr. Gluck was “content to coast off his 

valuable equity interest that was being driven far more by [Mr. Yakuel’s] efforts and versatility 

than his” and that he was “unwilling to expand his duties / roles and help grow Agency Within in 

a manner commensurate with his title and equity interest in the company.”  (R-82 at ¶¶ 12, 24; R-

198 at ¶  9.)    Thus,  long  before  dilution  protection  was  ever  raised,  Mr.  Yakuel  was  already 

contemplating a “business divorce.”  (R-198 at ¶ 10.) 

49. Mr.  Yakuel’s  feelings  were  unfounded  and,  in  any  event,  Mr.  Yakuel  never 

discussed the way he felt with Mr. Gluck.3  Instead, in early 2017, Mr. Yakuel started exploring 

how he could force Mr. Gluck out of the Company, reacquire Mr. Gluck’s units (which were fully 

vested from day one), and retain all of the Company’s profits for himself.  (R-198 at ¶ 10; R-199 

at ¶¶ 28, 30.)     

E. Mr. Yakuel Prepares to Force out Mr. Gluck—Before Mr. Gluck Ever 
Requests Dilution Protection 

50. Mr. Yakuel told Scott Gildea, the Company’s accountant, in the summer of 2017 

that he was looking to push Mr. Gluck out of the Company.  In a May 12, 2018 email (the day 

                                                 
3 Mr. Yakuel avers that he did tell Mr. Gluck about his “disappointment and frustration.”  In support of this assertion, 
Mr. Yakuel cites four emails from a 15-month period (January 2017, April 2017, June 2017, and March 2018), from 
what must have been thousands of emails between the partners.  (R-203 at ¶ 10.)  In each of the email chains, Mr. 
Yakuel asked Mr. Gluck to help with something—almost always on a last minute basis—and Mr. Gluck responded 
that he did not have bandwidth to assist. They are not representative of their relationship and are taken out of context.  
(See Id. at ¶¶ 10-15.)  Not a single email produced by Petitioners mentions any concerns Mr. Yakuel had with Mr. 
Gluck’s performance or any broader dispute between them.  (Id.)  Rather, these emails reflect the fact that Mr. Gluck 
was working extremely hard for the Company and did not have sufficient time to take on more work.”  (Id.)  Mr. 
Yakuel also cites a telephone conversation that purportedly happened between the partners in the summer of 2017.  
This call never occurred.  (Id. at ¶ 8.)  On the outside, Mr. Yakuel’s close relationship with Mr. Gluck seemed to be 
perfectly intact until Mr. Yakuel exercised the amendment on May 11, 2018.  (See Id. at ¶¶ 22-33.)    
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after  the  Repurchase  Option  was  exercised  and  Mr.  Gluck was fired) in  which  Mr.  Yakuel 

informed  Mr.  Gildea  that  “Andrew  is  no  longer  with  the  company,”  Mr.  Gildea  responded  by 

saying: “Hi Joe, you were talking about moving in that direction since I met you last summer” 

(i.e., the summer of 2017).  (R-37.) 

51. Documents obtained through disclosure in the parallel arbitration reveal that Mr. 

Yakuel secretly hired lawyers in June 2017—two and half months before Mr. Gluck asked for 

dilution protection—to begin working on a way to oust Mr. Gluck.  (R-83, Row 313-17.)  Through 

June and July 2017, these lawyers worked together with the Company’s corporate counsel and 

Garvey Schubert, the original drafters of the  LLC Agreement, to prepare an amendment to the 

LLC Agreement that could force Mr. Gluck out of the Company.  (R-83, Rows 284-93, 321-25, 

243-62.)  By July 31, 2017, the lawyers had prepared and sent a draft agreement to Mr. Yakuel.  

(R-83, Rows 356-57, 343, 263.)    

52. As fate would have it, two days later, on August 2, 2017, Mr. Gluck wrote to Mr. 

Yakuel to request dilution protection.  (R-38.)   

F. Mr. Yakuel Fraudulently Induces the Amendment 

53. Mr. Yakuel responded to Mr. Gluck’s August 2 email requesting protection from 

disproportionate dilution by stating that he would discuss with his lawyers and get back to Mr. 

Gluck.  (R-85.)  Over the next several weeks, Mr. Yakuel told Mr. Gluck that he was searching for 

a new lawyer to assist in this matter.  On August 28, 2017, Mr. Yakuel told Mr. Gluck that he 

“spoke to a lawyer this week.  have another [I am] talking to next week.  will pick one at that point, 

should have u a turn by EOW next week.”  (R-86.)  Each of these communications to Mr. Gluck 

was a lie.  Mr. Yakuel had not been searching for a new lawyer; he had been discussing Mr. Gluck’s 

request with the lawyers he had retained some months prior to find a way to oust Mr. Gluck.  The 

privilege log produced by Mr. Yakuel in the arbitration shows Mr. Yakuel immediately forwarded 
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Mr. Gluck’s August 2 email to them.  (R-83 at Rows 303-05.)  On August 23, 2017, these same 

lawyers began preparing  an amendment  to  the  operating  agreement, which  would  purport  to 

address Mr. Gluck’s request for dilution protection, but would actually accomplish Mr. Yakuel’s 

goal of ousting Mr. Gluck.  (R-83 at Rows 352-53.)  And on August 28, when Mr. Yakuel told Mr. 

Gluck that he was still picking new lawyers, he, in fact, already had a draft of the amendment in 

hand prepared by his counsel.  (Id. at Rows 280-283, 266.) 

54. On September 14, 2017, Mr. Yakuel sent Mr.  Gluck  a first draft of a document 

titled “First Amendment to Agency Within LLC Agreement” (all versions collectively referred to 

as the “Amendment”).  (R-87.)  By that time, Mr. Yakuel had already gone through five drafts of 

this Amendment with his lawyers.  (R-83 at Rows 266, 280, 294, 306, 346 (reflecting drafts sent 

on  August  25,  29,  September  5,  11,  and  13,  2017).)    The  draft  sent  to  Mr.  Gluck  contained  a 

document  management  system  ID  number  which  indicated  it  was  the  third  version  of  the 

document.  (R-87.) 

55. The draft Amendment had three primary provisions. 

56. First, it guaranteed that Mr. Gluck’s 35% interest in Agency Within could never be 

diluted (the “Dilution Protection”).  (R-87 at ¶ 2.) 

57. Second,  the  Amendment  granted  the  Company  or  its  assignee  an  option  to 

unilaterally repurchase Mr. Gluck’s units at any time at a price to be determined by the Company, 

based on a valuation it obtained “in its sole discretion” (the “Repurchase Option”).  (Id. at ¶ 3.)  

The Company, or its assignee, would then “close” on Mr. Gluck’s units by sending a check for 

10% of the consideration along with a promissory note, payable over four years, to Mr. Gluck for 

the remainder of the consideration.  (Id.) 
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58. Third, the Amendment instituted an extremely expansive covenant not to compete 

on Mr. Gluck for a two-year period following the end of his membership in the Company (the 

“Non-Compete”).  (Id. ¶ 4(a).) 

59. The Repurchase Option and Non-Compete were stated to be consideration for the 

Dilution Protection sought by Mr. Gluck.  (Id. at Recitals; ¶ 4(a).) 

60. Although each party had lawyers, they never met or communicated.  Instead, at Mr. 

Yakuel’s urging, all of the negotiations over the language of the amendment happened directly 

between Mr. Gluck and Mr. Yakuel, during in-person meetings.   

61. While Mr. Gluck proposed many revisions to the Amendment, most were rejected 

by Mr. Yakuel.  Through all of the negotiations, Mr. Yakuel’s three core provisions—Dilution 

Protection, Repurchase Option, and Non-Compete—remained mostly intact.   

62. In several of these in-person meetings, Mr. Gluck directly asked Mr. Yakuel about 

the purpose and need for the Repurchase Option, which was contrary to his goal of protecting and 

ensuring his interest in the Company for the future.  In response, Mr. Yakuel lied to his business 

partner and the person to whom he, as the Company’s managing member, owed a fiduciary duty.  

He repeatedly told Mr. Gluck that the Repurchase Option was only to ensure that if the two had a 

major disagreement in the future and could not work together, there would be an efficient way to 

unwind their relationship.  Mr. Yakuel stated that the Repurchase Option would not be used unless 

their relationship deteriorated to the point that the two of them could no longer stand to be in the 

same room with one another.  He assured Mr. Gluck that he had no intention of exercising the 

option otherwise.   
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63. Mr. Gluck trusted Mr. Yakuel as his friend, partner, and the majority owner of the 

Company, and in reliance on his promises, proceeded with the Amendment.  Mr. Gluck did not 

know that Mr. Yakuel had become resentful and turned against him.   

G. Mr. Yakuel Immediately Exercises the Repurchase Option  

64. In February 2018, as Mr. Yakuel and Mr. Gluck were finalizing the Amendment, 

Mr. Yakuel was thinking ahead to his exercise of the Repurchase Option and buyout of Mr. Gluck.  

On February 21, 2018, Mr. Yakuel emailed the Company’s accountant, Scott Gildea (the same 

person whom Mr. Yakuel had told in the Summer of 2017 about his desire to force Mr. Gluck out 

of the Company) to ask whether the funds used to buy out Mr. Gluck would be a tax-deductible 

business expense and whether he should add any language to the Amendment to affect such tax 

treatment.  (C-15.)  This email led to a private phone call between Mr. Yakuel and Mr. Gildea.  

(Id.)  Mr. Gluck was not told of or aware of any of these communications.     

65. On March 23, 2018, the parties executed a version of the Amendment, along with 

Mr. Yakuel’s brother who was a trustee of Mr. Yakuel’s family trust, which held some of Mr. 

Yakuel’s units in Agency Within.   

66. Within five days, Mr. Yakuel had his counsel begin work on a notice of repurchase 

so he could exercise the Repurchase Option.  (R-83 at Rows 64-74.)  By May 7, 2019, Mr. Yakuel 

had a repurchase notice ready to go.  (Id. at Row 64.)   

67. At or around this time, Mr. Yakuel must have realized that the executed version of 

the Amendment was unenforceable because a year earlier, he had transferred the units held by his 

family  trust  to  a  shell  company  called  Get  Things  Done,  LLC.    As  a  Class  A  member  of  the 

Company, Get Things Done needed to be a signatory to the Amendment for it to be binding.  (R-

1  at  ¶12.3.)    Without the  “affirmative  vote  or  consent”  of  all  Class  A members,  including  Get 

Things Done, the Amendment signed on March 23 was a nullity.  (Id.) 
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68. Accordingly, on the morning of May 9, 2018, Mr. Yakuel informed Mr. Gluck that 

there was a non-substantive “scrivener’s error” in the signatories to the Amendment and that a new 

version needed to be executed.  Mr. Yakuel reminded Mr. Gluck twice more that day to sign the 

new version.       

69. It is undisputed that before the operative Amendment was signed, Mr. Yakuel had 

decided to immediately exercise the Repurchase Option and had told his executive assistant Quinn 

Barker, about his plans.  (R-199 at ¶ 45.)  Mr. Yakuel hid this fact from Mr. Gluck.  Mr. Gluck 

believed he was obtaining Dilution Protection, which, as memorialized in the Amendment itself, 

was its stated purpose.  However, because of Mr. Yakuel’s plans, the Dilution Protection was in 

fact worthless.   

70. Mr. Gluck signed the new version on the afternoon of May 9, 2018.  (R-2.) 

71. That night, on May 9, 2018, Mr. Yakuel took a senior level employee, Jay Williams, 

to dinner and revealed to Mr. Williams that he would be buying Mr. Gluck out in the next few 

days.  (R-90 (calendaring meeting between Mr. Yakuel and Mr. Williams in the evening of May 

9, 2018).)  While, in the arbitration proceeding, Mr. Williams denies that he learned about Mr. 

Gluck’s impending termination at this dinner, Mr. Williams told Mr. Gluck about the dinner and 

news he received from Mr. Yakuel on a telephone call to Mr. Gluck, which took place about a 

week after Mr. Gluck’s firing.   

72. The next day, on May 10, 2018, Mr. Yakuel asked Mr. Gluck to accompany him to 

a diner across the street from Agency Within’s offices to discuss the direction and organization of 

the  Company.  This  was  unusual  because the  two generally  met  in  the  office,  where they had 

private conference space, to discuss Company business.  They sat together in the diner for about 

45  minutes,  discussing,  among  other  things,  how theirs roles  overlapped  slightly, the 
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organizational structure of some of the Company’s teams, the progression of certain employees, 

and generally, how the Company needed to be very efficient.  They also discussed the possibility 

that Mr. Gluck would take over a new team they had created for training new talent.  

73. The next afternoon, on Friday, May 11, 2018, Mr. Yakuel again asked Mr. Gluck 

to accompany him to a diner across the street from Agency Within’s offices.  When they sat down, 

Mr. Yakuel informed Mr. Gluck that after thinking about it for several months, he had decided to 

exercise the Repurchase Option and buy Mr. Gluck out of the Company, effective immediately.  

Mr. Yakuel stated that he had tried to inform Mr. Gluck of this the day before, but that it was hard 

to do and left it for today.  Mr. Yakuel also told Mr. Gluck that his role with the Company was 

over and that he was not permitted to re-enter the offices to retrieve his personal belongings.  The 

entire conversation took fewer than 10 minutes. 

74. Mr.  Gluck  was  totally  blindsided and  shocked  by what his  friend  and business 

partner  had  done.    A  few  hours  later,  Mr.  Yakuel  emailed  Mr.  Gluck  a  copy  of  a  notice  of 

repurchase from Get Things Done, LLC.  (R-35.)   

75. Adding further insult to injury, Mr. Yakuel took Mr. Gluck’s capital account, which 

contained over $900,000 that was owed to Mr. Gluck from 2017 and prior years (and on which 

Mr. Gluck has already paid taxes), for himself.  (R-125.)  Additionally, he failed to distribute to 

Mr. Gluck over   in undistributed profits for 2018, as of the day Mr. Yakuel exercised the 

Repurchase Option. 

76. Mr. Yakuel now claims that Mr. Gluck’s firing—which coincided with Mr. Yakuel 

obtaining the means by which he could forcibly take Mr. Gluck’s 35% equity in the Company—

was because of a performance related issue.  Mr. Yakuel’s claim is not credible or supported by 
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evidence.   Mr.  Gluck’s  performance  review  and  upward  reviews  from  2018 contained 

overwhelmingly positive feedback.  (R-203 at ¶ 5-6, citing R-172, 173, 174, 175.)   

77. In  an  effort to create  a  fictional  record  of  such issue,  Mr.  Yakuel  asked  the 

Company’s head of HR, Noelle McIsaac, on or about May 8, 2018 (the date before the operative 

Amendment was signed), to elicit constructive feedback from employees who previously worked 

with Mr. Gluck.  (C-29.)  Ms. McIsaac collected this feedback and told Mr. Yakuel that both he 

and Mr. Gluck would benefit from executive coaching, “because both of you are young executives 

and while you’re brilliant, there are a lot of things we can improve upon!”  (C-29.)  Ms. McIsaac 

was not consulted in advance of Mr. Gluck’s termination and told her staff that “it was a shock for 

me as well as the other team leaders.”  (R-204.)  Ms. McIsaac further explained to her staff that 

Mr. Yakuel fired Mr. Gluck because he “did not want to take on more or act as a partner and owner 

of the company”—not because he had failed to perform his current duties adequately.  (Id.)   

78. Mr. Gluck received no prior warnings, written or oral, before he was terminated.  

Mr. Yakuel further instructed Ms. McIsaac to create a post-hoc compilation of Mr. Gluck’s reviews 

including information on his “biggest weakness etc,…”  (R-205.)  

79. Far from being fired for performance reasons, Mr.  Gluck was fired because Mr. 

Yakuel wanted Mr. Gluck’s equity for himself and he now had the power to take it.     

H. Mr. Yakuel Wrongfully Excludes Mr. Gluck from the Buyout Process  

80. The Amendment provided that, in the event the Repurchase Option was exercised, 

an  accounting  firm  would  be  engaged  to  conduct  an  appraisal  of  the  fair  market  value  of  Mr. 

Gluck’s units, which would serve as the purchase  price  for the units.  The Amendment further 

provided that, within seven days, Mr. Yakuel and Mr. Gluck would have the right to strike one of 

five listed accounting firms.  The Company would then obtain quotes from the remaining three 

firms and the least expensive would be engaged to value Mr. Gluck’s units.   
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81. After Mr. Yakuel exercised the Repurchase Option, Mr. Yakuel struck Ernst and 

Young, one of the five accounting firms listed in Section 3 of the Amendment.  Still reeling over 

what had happened, completely unsure of what to do next, and having only seven days to strike a 

name  or  lose  the  right  to  participate  in  the  firm  selection  process  entirely,  Mr.  Gluck  had  his 

counsel strike BDO USA, without waiver or prejudice to his rights and positions.  (R-91.)  Mr. 

Gluck  later  learned,  from  communications  between  counsel,  that  Mr.  Yakuel  engaged  PWC to 

conduct an appraisal and value his units.   

82. PWC began its work in or about July 2018.  Around that time, Mr. Yakuel informed 

Mr. Gluck that he was not permitted to participate in the appraisal process.  Mr. Gluck immediately 

and vigorously disputed any reading of the Amendment that would allow Mr. Yakuel to wrongfully 

exclude him from the process, as it was clearly the parties’ intention for Mr. Gluck to participate 

on equal footing with Mr. Yakuel.    

83. For  example,  the  first  draft  of  the  Amendment,  prepared  in  September  2017, 

provided that if the Repurchase Option were ever exercised, Mr. Gluck would be paid a price to 

be determined by the Company based on a valuation it obtained “in its sole discretion.”  (R-87 at 

¶  3.)   Mr.  Gluck  objected  to  this and  countered  by  suggesting that  each  side should  obtain  a 

valuation with the potential to pick a third appraiser, if necessary, to settle disputes.   

84. Mr.  Yakuel  rejected  Mr.  Gluck’s  suggested  change.    On  a  turn  of  a  draft, Mr. 

Yakuel deleted the initial language regarding valuation and stated “we left a blank for the appraiser, 

so we can both mutually agree on one in advance.  No reason for me and you to both do one, bc it 

will cost us more and more time / hassle especially if we then need to go to a 3rd . . . lmk if we are 

good here and we can find a mutual appraiser to lock it up.”  (R-92.)  Later in the process, Mr. 
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Yakuel changed the language of the Repurchase Option to reflect the names of several accounting 

firms which could perform an appraisal with the option for each party to veto one firm.  (R-93.)    

85. Based  on  Mr.  Yakuel’s  words  and  the  language  of  the  amendment,  Mr.  Gluck 

understood that in  the  unlikely  event  the Repurchase  Option were ever  exercised,  both  parties 

would participate in a fair appraisal with a neutral, “third party” appraiser.   

86. However, Mr. Yakuel failed to live up to his obligation.     

87. Given Mr. Yakuel’s treatment of him, Mr. Gluck was concerned that if Mr. Yakuel 

had unilateral  control over the  flow of information  to PWC, he could manipulate the  appraisal 

process and improperly cause his units to be undervalued. 

88. Mr. Gluck, by his counsel, proposed halting the appraisal to allow for the parties to 

explore  a  negotiated  settlement.   (R-198 at ¶  33.)   Although  Mr.  Yakuel  showed  some  initial 

interest in this prospect, on July 17, 2018, Mr. Yakuel’s counsel responded by refusing to halt the 

valuation process.  Instead, Mr. Yakuel offered to allow Mr. Gluck to monitor and observe (but 

not participate in) the appraisal, but only if Mr.  Gluck agreed to release  all claims against Mr. 

Yakuel and ratify the Amendment.  (R-94.)  Mr. Yakuel’s counsel also revealed Mr. Yakuel was 

moving full speed ahead with the appraisal and repurchase of Mr. Gluck’s shares.  (R-94.) 

I. Mr. Gluck Files an Action Against Mr. Yakuel and Seeks Interim Relief  

89. Seeing no other alternative, Mr. Gluck commenced an action in this court on July 

25, 2018 (Index No. 653716/2018), seeking rescission of the amendment (on the grounds of fraud, 

want of consideration, and mutual mistake), and alleging breach of contract and fiduciary  duty 

related  to  the  appraisal process.  Mr. Gluck asserted, in his verified complaint and preliminary 

injunction briefing that his exclusion from the appraisal process by Mr. Yakuel, and Mr. Yakuel’s 

provision of false information to PWC, irrevocably tainted the PWC’s appraisal. He also asserted 

that this exclusion and the providing of false information represented a breach of the amendment 
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and a breach of fiduciary duties Mr. Yakuel owed to Mr. Gluck in his capacity as the managing 

member of Agency Within.  (R-95.) 

90. At the parties’ first appearance on July 30, 2018, the Court brokered a deal by which 

Mr. Gluck’s motion for  a preliminary injunction  would  be  adjourned  and Mr. Gluck would be 

allowed to fully participate in the appraisal without waiving his legal rights, including his claims 

for rescission of the Amendment.  This deal was memorialized in a court-ordered stipulation.  (R-

3.)  

91. However,  Mr.  Gluck’s  participation  in  the  appraisal  never  got  off  the  ground 

because Mr. Yakuel had signed an engagement letter with PWC that provided only Agency Within 

and its principal, Mr. Yakuel, could provide information to PWC.  (R-81.) 

92. When Mr. Yakuel sought a price quote for the appraisal, the partner from PWC, 

Curt Monday, asked Mr. Yakuel to describe how the appraisal process would be structured and 

who the ultimate client would be.  (R-98.)  Mr. Yakuel replied that only Agency Within would be 

PWC’s  client,  and  that  Mr.  Gluck  would  be  copied  on  communications  but  could  not  submit 

information.  (Id.) 

93. Because of this description of the appraisal provided by Mr. Yakuel, PWC prepared 

an  engagement  letter,  which  was  later  executed  by  Mr.  Yakuel on  behalf  of  Agency  Within, 

providing that only the Company (i.e., Mr. Yakuel) could provide PWC with information and that 

all  of  that  information  would  be  accepted  as  accurate  and  relied  upon  by  PWC  without  any 

verification.  Specifically, the engagement letter provided that: 

PwC performs the Services on the basis that information provided is accurate and 
complete.  PwC will not provide an audit, accounting, tax or attest opinion or other 
form of assurance.  PwC will not audit or verify any information provided to it. 
The Services cannot provide assurance that matters of significance to Client will be 
disclosed  and the  Services  are  not  intended  or  likely  to  reveal  fraud  or 
misrepresentation. . . . . 
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PwC shall not develop or restate any prospective financial information ("PFI") 
or make any assumptions or projections relating to PFI; however, if requested, 
PwC may perform sensitivity analyses on PFI and underlying assumptions.  PwC's 
observations and any quantified vulnerabilities and sensitivities in the Deliverables 
do not represent restatements of or revisions to PFI; they are only a summary of 
PwC's  analyses  to  assist  Client  with  its  evaluation  of  PFI.   It  is  Client's 
responsibility  to  make  its  own  decisions  regarding  PFI.    As  events  and 
circumstances  frequently  do  not  occur  as  expected,  there  may  be  material 
differences  between  PFI  and  actual  results.    PwC  disclaims  responsibility  and 
liability for PFI and any results achieved. 

(R-99 (emphasis added).) 

94. The engagement letter further provided a sample statement of assumptions that it 

would include in the appraisal opinion.  The second assumption in its list stated that: 

Financial statements and other related information provided by Agency Within . 
. .  or its representatives in the course of this engagement, have been accepted 
without any verification as fully and correctly reflecting the enterprise’s business 
conditions and operating results for the respective periods . . . . [PWC] has not 
audited,  review,  or  compiled  the  financial  information  provided  to  it  and, 
accordingly,  PWC  expressed  no  audit,  accounting,  tax  or  attest  opinion  or  any 
other form of assurance on this information. 

(R-99 (emphasis added).) 

95. Finally, the engagement letter provided that Agency Within would indemnify PWC 

against all third party claims or damages, including expenses and attorney’s fees.  

96. These terms meant that (i) PWC could only accept information and evidence from 

Mr. Yakuel, (ii) PWC was contractually bound to accept this information as complete and accurate, 

(iii) PWC  agreed  to  find  this  information  accurate  without  verification  or  application  of  its 

independent judgment, and (iv) if Mr. Gluck wanted to provide contrary information or evidence, 

or object to Mr. Yakuel’s information, PWC would be unable to consider what Mr. Gluck had to 

say.4   

                                                 
4 Petitioners concede that under PWC’s engagement letter with Agency Within, PWC was unable to consider 
information submitted by Mr. Gluck.  (R-199 at ¶ 64 (“under its current engagement letter with Agency Within 
[PWC could] only consider the company’s information”).  
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97. The  terms  of  the  engagement  letter  were  the  rules  by  which  the  appraisal 

“proceeding” would operate.  Mr. Yakuel unilaterally selected these rules by informing PWC that 

only Agency Within would act as its client and submit information and by reviewing and revising 

the engagement letter prior to its execution.  Mr. Gluck was not included in those conversations.  

98. After the Court so-ordered the parties’ stipulation allowing Mr. Gluck to participate 

in the appraisal, Mr. Gluck was provided with the set of initial documents provided by Mr. Yakuel 

to PWC on August 10, 2018.  Mr. Gluck immediately recognized that Mr. Yakuel was providing 

incorrect and incomplete information to PWC in an effort to cause PWC to undervalue his units.  

On August 17, 2018, Mr. Gluck wrote to PWC by email.  Copying all parties, Mr. Gluck explained 

that he believed he had information which might be helpful to the valuation process and requested 

a call to discuss certain topics.  Mr. Gluck also stated that he had questions about information that 

Mr. Yakuel had already provided to PWC.  (R-102.) 

99. PWC  responded  to  Mr.  Gluck’s  email  by  stating  that  it  wanted  to  “address  the 

current engagement letter for our services as we believe it needs to be modified.”  (R-102.)  PWC 

explained  that  “[f]rom  our  perspective, we  believe  Andrew  should  be  made  a  party  to  the 

engagement letter to allow for his participation in the process.”  (Id. (emphasis added).)  PWC 

further stated that it would need to modify its “data collection parameters” and “defin[e] a process 

for the respective parties to resolve disputes.”  (Id.) 

100. Mr.  Yakuel  responded  that  “[t]he  Company  must  remain  the  sole  party  on  the 

engagement letter.”  (Id.)  Although Mr. Yakuel stated that Mr. Gluck could submit information, 

his insistence that the engagement letter not be modified meant that PWC could not move forward 

with this arrangement.  In a later email, Mr. Yakuel again wrote that 

There should not be any further discussions as to engagement.  Agency Within LLC 
has engaged you pursuant to the signed engagement letter.  Agency Within LLC 
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and PWC need to proceed with the valuation  pursuant to the engagement letter.  
The  Company  does  not  wish  to  modify  the  engagement  terms,  so  let’s  proceed 
accordingly.   

(Id.) 

101. PWC attempted to impress upon Mr. Yakuel, in a private email conversation, how 

its engagement letter must be modified to allow Mr. Gluck to participate:  “With how this has 

evolved over time, the current form of the letter with engaging solely through Agency Within does 

not work for the context of the engagement from our perspective . . . .”  (R-103.)  Mr. Yakuel 

rebuffed all attempts to convince him to change his position.  Mr. Yakuel simply refused to give 

up his complete unilateral control of the appraisal.  

102. In another email a few days later, PWC explained that when it accepts information 

for an appraisal from multiple parties, it utilizes a different form of engagement letter which “lays 

out a specific process and terms all parties will agree to on how data is provided, a framework for 

how the parties will review, comment, and rebut information that is provided, how we will interact 

with the parties, and getting all the parties to agree on the information that we do ultimately select 

to use in the valuation.”  (R-104.)    

103. Despite PWC’s repeated attempts to obtain a modification to the engagement letter, 

Mr. Yakuel refused to allow it and in so doing, thereby blocked Mr. Gluck from participating in 

the appraisal process.  Ultimately, Mr. Yakuel decided to renege on his agreement (recorded in a 

court-ordered  stipulation)  to allow  Mr.  Gluck  to  participate and  again  excluded  him  from  the 

process.  (R-199 at ¶ 66.)  Because of the impasse created by Mr. Yakuel’s unwillingness to modify 

PWC’s engagement terms, the appraisal temporarily stalled.   

104. In a status conference on October 9, 2018, a court attorney directed Mr. Yakuel’s 

counsel  to  consider  modifying  the  PWC  engagement  letter  and  attempt to  restart  the  appraisal 

process.  Mr. Yakuel’s counsel attempted to divert blame for the parties’ impasse away from Mr. 
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Yakuel by claiming that Mr. Gluck was trying to obstruct the appraisal process.  (Id.)  The court 

attorney  reviewed  Mr.  Gluck’s  comments  to  PWC  and  rejected  the  notion  that  Mr.  Gluck  was 

overreaching or obstructing.  The court attorney stated that “full participation,” which was agreed 

to in the court-ordered stipulation, meant that Mr. Gluck may “answer questions and provide his 

perspective”  and  that  Mr.  Gluck could  provide his  comments to  PWC,  even  if  Mr.  Yakuel 

disagreed  with  them.    PWC  would  use  its  own  judgment  to  “evaluate”  all  of  the  information 

provided and formulate its appraisal.  (See Dkt. No. 30, Affirmation of David H. Kupfer, dated 

Sept. 9, 2019, at ¶ 17.) 

105. Following the conference, Mr. Yakuel did nothing to restart the appraisal.  Thus, 

Mr. Gluck briefed the motion for preliminary injunction, asking the Court to either enforce the 

deal allowing him to participate or halt the one-sided appraisal.   

106. Counsel  for  Mr.  Yakuel continue  to  maintain the  inaccurate  narrative  that the 

appraisal process stalled because of Mr. Gluck’s “obstruction” and bad faith, when in truth, the 

appraisal  process stalled  because  Mr.  Yakuel  refused  to  allow  PWC  to  modify  its  engagement 

terms.    A  contemporaneous  letter  filed  with  the  Court on  October  3,  2018,  puts  the  lie  to  Mr. 

Yakuel’s claim of “obstruction.”  (R-206.)  In that letter, counsel for Mr. Yakuel complained to 

the Court that Mr. Gluck obstructed the appraisal by asking PWC to serve as an “arbiter between 

the parties” and “use its judgment in deciding between conflicting data or ideas and in verifying 

the data that is questioned by one side.”  (R-206.)  The irony in Mr. Yakuel’s current claim that 

PWC conducted a “neutral third-party appraisal” is palpable.       

J. Mr. Yakuel Moves to Compel the Parties’ Appraisal Dispute to Arbitration  

107. On October 24, 2018—two days before Mr. Gluck filed his briefing in support of 

his motion to enjoin the appraisal—Petitioners filed a Demand for Arbitration with the American 

Arbitration Association (“AAA”), seeking declaratory relief regarding, “[t]he validity of Agency 
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Within’s Amended LLC Agreement, and the scope and conduct of the business valuation of the 

company.”  (See Dkt. No. 36 (emphasis added).)   

108. On  November  2,  2018,  Petitioners filed a  cross-motion  to  compel  arbitration.  

Petitioners argued the scope of the arbitration clause “is broad and all-encompassing of the claims 

asserted  and  the  relief  sought”  in  Mr.  Gluck’s  action,  and  “cover[s] any controversy  or  claim 

arising  from  the  Agreement  or  the  Amendment.”    (See Dkt.  No.  33  at 7,  9 (emphasis  added).)  

Petitioners further argued that “the entire dispute regarding the business appraisal will likewise be 

solely determinable by an arbitrator,” including “the contours and conduct of the business appraisal 

of Agency Within.”  (Id. at 9-10. (emphasis added).)   

K. The Court Denies Mr. Gluck’s Request for Injunctive Relief and the Parties 
Proceed to Arbitrate Their Appraisal Disputes  

109. On November 7, 2018, the Court denied Mr. Gluck’s preliminary injunction of the 

appraisal.  The Court held that Mr. Gluck failed to meet the elements for a preliminary injunction 

and found that if Mr. Gluck were harmed by the appraisal, he could seek money damages.   

110. Before the Court ruled on the cross motion to compel arbitration, Mr. Gluck agreed 

to refer his claims to arbitration and withdrew the court action.  (See Gluck v. Yakuel, et. al., Index 

No. 653716/2018, Dkt. No. 76 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty.).)   

111. The parties have been in arbitration since November 2018. 

112. On  December  4,  2018,  Mr.  Gluck  asserted  counterclaims  in  the  arbitration, 

including claims for breach of contract, and breach of duty related to Mr. Yakuel’s exclusion of 

him  from  the  appraisal  process.    Mr.  Gluck  also  asserted  claims  for  fraud,  negligent 

misrepresentation, breach of contract, and breach of duty related to Petitioners’ provision of false 

information to PWC in connection with the appraisal.  (See Dkt. No. 38.)   
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113. On March 12, 2019, Mr. Gluck filed a  detailed statement of claims in which he 

again asserted claims seeking relief related to Mr. Yakuel’s improper exclusion of him from the 

appraisal  process  and  provision  of  false  information  to  PWC,  under  the  theories  of  breach  of 

contract, breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing, and breach of fiduciary duty.  Mr. Gluck 

requested relief in the form of damages for the injury he suffered due to Mr. Yakuel’s corruption 

of the PWC appraisal.  (See Dkt. No. 39.)   

114. Petitioners  (claimants  in  the  arbitration)  also  filed  a  statement  of  claims  which 

requests a declaration that they were permitted to exclude Mr. Gluck from the appraisal.  (R-207 

at ¶ 47.) 

115. From March to September, 2019, the parties engaged in documentary discovery in 

the arbitration, including discovery relating to PWC’s appraisal.   

116. From  September  through  November,  2019,  the  parties  prepared  and  filed 

compressive pre-hearing memoranda of law, witness statements containing direct testimony, and 

expert reports.  These submissions dealt extensively with the issues surrounding the appraisal and 

Mr. Gluck’s claims that the appraisal process was corrupted by Mr. Yakuel.   

117. Petitioners have also subpoenaed PWC to testify at the arbitration hearing regarding 

“whether and how PWC evaluated the reasonableness of Agency Within’s financials and other 

information Petitioners provided to it.”  

118. The arbitration hearing will be held in New York City during the week of February 

24 to 28, 2020.  At the hearing, the arbitrator will consider the validity of the agreement containing 

the appraisal clause and whether Mr. Yakuel is liable for excluding Mr. Gluck from the appraisal 

process and submitting false information to PWC, causing it to undervalue Mr. Gluck’s units.  
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L. PWC Issued an Appraisal Tainted by Yakuel’s Fraudulent 
Misrepresentations  

119. After  the  Court denied Mr. Gluck’s preliminary injunction motion, the appraisal 

continued behind closed doors.  Mr. Yakuel was unwilling to provide any updates, other than to 

say it was “progressing.”  (R-106.)   

120. Evidence  adduced  in  the  arbitration  establishes  that  PWC  conducted  several 

interviews of Mr. Yakuel and requested documentation from Agency Within.  Mr. Yakuel and his 

representatives compiled and submitted documents to PWC, which consisted of historical financial 

books  and  records,  as  well  as  projections  and detailed analyses  created  specifically  for  the 

appraisal, which Mr. Yakuel used to support his position—which he communicated to PWC—that 

the Company was about to experience a severe decline in profitability.  (See R-199 at ¶¶ 92, 164; 

see also R-116 (work hours analysis showing burden on employees); R-208 (2017 to 2018 P&L 

analysis); R-209 (analysis of revenue from clients leaving); R-210 (analysis of clients leaving as a 

percentage of revenue); R-211 (analysis of client credits); R-212 (industry averages analysis).)   

121. Mr. Yakuel also had the opportunity to review a draft of the PWC appraisal and to 

ask PWC to make changes to the report before it was issued.  (R-199 at ¶ 121.)  

122. Mr.  Gluck  was  never  interviewed  by  PWC  and  did  not  have  the  opportunity  to 

submit information to PWC for its consideration, or to object to, or rebut, information provided by 

Mr. Yakuel. 

123. On April 5, 2019, 10 months after the appraisal commenced, Mr. Gluck received a 

letter from Mr. Yakuel stating that the appraisal was complete and that Get Things Done LLC had 

scheduled a closing for May 4, 2019.  (R-107.)  On that date, Mr. Gluck would receive a check for 

10% of the purchase price and a promissory note for the remainder.  (Id.)  The letter did not attach 

the appraisal report from PWC or state PWC’s conclusion regarding the value of Mr. Gluck’s units. 
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124. A month later, on May 4, 2019, Mr. Gluck received a second letter from Mr. Yakuel 

informing him PWC had valued his units at   and that, with the delivery of an attached 

check for  from Get Things Done LLC and a promissory note for the remainder, his units 

were  irrevocably  transferred  to  Get  Things  Done.    (R-108.)    This  letter  also  did  not  attach  the 

appraisal report prepared by PWC.   Petitioners thereafter refused to provide Mr. Gluck with a 

copy of the appraisal report.  They refused to produce the report in discovery in the arbitration, 

coming up with multiple excuses, including that the report is their work product and that it was 

not relevant to Mr. Gluck’s claims that Mr. Yakuel caused the appraisal to undervalue his units.  

Petitioners sat on the appraisal report for more than five months before producing it when they 

commenced this special proceeding.  

125. The first time Mr. Gluck received  a copy of the PWC report was on August 23, 

2019—almost  six  months  after  it  issued—when  Petitioners  commenced  these  proceedings  to 

confirm it.  (R-109.)  The report is dated March 20, 2019.  (R-109.)  The report confirms what Mr. 

Gluck has suspected all along—that PWC’s opinion was based on manifestly false information 

and fabricated projections, all provided by Mr. Yakuel, which showed the immensely successful 

company was on the precipice of a catastrophic financial collapse. 

M. Misconduct in Procuring the Appraisal  

126. Mr. Yakuel  committed serious misconduct in the  appraisal process, including in 

structuring the proceeding so that PWC was beholden to him and could not use its independent 

judgment to evaluate the financial inputs it utilized; in excluding Mr. Gluck from participating, 

thereby stripping the proceeding of due process and fundamental fairness; and in providing false 

and misleading information to PWC, as well as financial projections tainted with Mr. Yakuel’s 

conflict of interest in the outcome of the appraisal.    
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a. The PWC Engagement Letter 

127. As described in detail above, Mr. Yakuel’s engagement of PWC was improper from 

the start.  The parties contracted for a neutral third-party appraisal.  (R-2 at ¶ 3(e); see Verified 

Petition ¶¶ 17, 18, 38, 39, 45, 46.)  Mr. Yakuel instead unilaterally negotiated for and executed an 

engagement  letter  with  PWC  which  stated  that  (i) PWC could  only  accept  information  and 

evidence from Mr. Yakuel, (ii) that PWC was contractually bound to accept this information as 

complete and accurate, (iii) that PWC agreed to find this information accurate without verification 

or  application  of  its  independent  judgment,  thereby  preventing  PWC  from independently 

evaluating  the  accuracy,  completeness,  and  reasonableness  of  the  information  that  Mr.  Yakuel 

provided, and (iv) that if Mr. Gluck wanted to provide contrary information or evidence, or object 

to Mr. Yakuel’s information, PWC would be unable to consider what Mr. Gluck had to say.  (R-

99 at 3.)   

128. The imbalance between Mr. Yakuel and Mr. Gluck in these rules of engagement 

meant that, regardless of PWC’s subjective aim to be fair, the appraisal was irreparably tainted and 

could not help but be conducted in a partial and unfair manner.  PWC was Agency Within’s service 

provider and owed them performance per the contractual terms of the engagement letter.  PWC 

had no relationship with Mr. Gluck and Mr. Gluck was not a party to the proceeding.    

129. PWC itself  acknowledged that  “[w]ithout  having  everyone  be  a  party  to  the 

agreement, there is at the very least the perception of a conflict that we do not have the ability 

to appropriately mitigate.  Whether even just perceived, we want to avoid an argument that we 

were  not  balanced  in  reviewing  and  assessing  information  from  both  sides given  our  client  is 

solely Agency Within under the current engagement letter.” (R-104 (emphasis added).) 

130. PWC acknowledged that the engagement letter it entered into did not allow it to be 

a “neutral third-party” as it was only working for the Company and Mr. Yakuel and not Mr. Gluck.    
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131. The terms  of  Mr.  Yakuel’s  engagement  letter  with  PWC  were tantamount  to  an 

agreement with an arbitrator which provided that only one party could appear and submit evidence 

in the proceeding and that the arbitrator was required to accept that evidence as accurate without 

application of its own judgment.  Petitioners even claimed work product protection over PWC’s 

appraisal report when it refused to produce the report in the parallel arbitration.      

b. Exclusion of Mr. Gluck from the Appraisal Proceeding 

132. Mr. Yakuel’s impropriety in engaging PWC on such terms was compounded by the 

fact that he unilaterally refused to let Mr. Gluck participate in the process and prevented PWC 

from modifying the terms of its engagement letter with Agency Within to allow him to participate.   

133. Mr. Gluck attempted to participate, pursuant to a deal struck by the Court in July 

and August 2018, by submitting information relating to the initial document set Mr. Yakuel gave 

to PWC.  (R-4).   But under the terms of its  engagement with Agency Within, PWC could not 

legally accept it.  Consequently, none of the information or issues raised by Mr. Gluck made it into 

PWC’s appraisal. 

134. Mr. Yakuel had no right – contractual or otherwise -- to exclude Mr. Gluck from 

the appraisal.  The Amendment only allows Mr. Yakuel to exclude Mr. Gluck from the “business 

operations” of the Company and entering the offices of the Company.”  (R-2 at ¶ f.)  Both are 

fundamentally  different  from  an  appraisal  proceeding  to  value  Mr.  Gluck’s  interest  in  the 

Company.  This language does not allow Mr. Yakuel to exclude Mr. Gluck from the appraisal.  

Nor is there any evidence that Mr. Gluck waived his right to participate.  

135. Furthermore, from a due process and fundamental fairness perspective, Mr. Gluck 

has a legal right to participate in the appraisal proceeding, which he was denied by Mr. Yakuel.       
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c. Valuation Date 

136. The Amendment provides that the appraisal must measure the fair market value of 

Mr. Gluck’s units “as of the date of determination,” i.e., through the date the appraisal report is 

issued, or as close to that date as possible.  (R-2 at ¶ 3(e); R-121.) 

137. Petitioners concede that this is what is required by the Amendment.  However, the 

valuation date selected by PWC and Mr. Yakuel was December 31, 2018—nearly 3 months before 

the “date of determination” on March 20, 2019.  This was improper under the plain language of 

the Amendment.  

d. Incorrect Financial Statements 

138. Mr.  Yakuel  submitted  historical  financial  statements  to  PWC that contained 

numerous  inaccuracies.   Had  accurate  financial  statements  been  submitted,  there  is  a  strong 

likelihood that PWC’s valuation would have resulted in a substantially higher value.   

i. Personal Expenses 

139. In  2015  through  2017,  the  Company’s financial  statements  included personal 

expenses  of  Mr.  Yakuel  and  Mr.  Gluck,  which  were  passed  off  as  business  expenses.    The 

Amendment provided that such expenses should not be considered for the purposes of an appraisal 

of Mr. Gluck’s units.  The Amendment stated that:  “Yakuel and Gluck agree that (i) $ 122,061.00 

of  fiscal  year  2015  Company  expenses  shall  be  added  back  for  purposes  of  the  Appraisal,  (ii) 

$350,550.00  of  fiscal  year  2016  Company  expenses  shall  be  added  back  for  purposes  of  the 

Appraisal, [and] (iii) $415,000.00 of fiscal year 2017 Company expenses shall be added back for 

purposes of the Appraisal . . . .”  (R-2 at ¶ 3(e).)  However, PWC failed to make these required 

adjustments, and Mr. Yakuel failed to correct PWC’s error.  (R-109 at Report Ex. 13 of 16.) 

140. Further, the Amendment requires that “as soon as practical after the closing of any 

ensuing  fiscal  years  [after  2017],  Yakuel  and  Gluck  shall  agree  upon  the  amount  of  Company 
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expenses to be added back for purposes of the Appraisal, and in the event that such agreement is 

not reached by March 31 of the following year, such amount shall be finally determined by the 

accounting firm selected by Yakuel and Gluck.”  (R-2 at ¶ 3(e).) 

141. However, after counsel for Mr. Gluck inquired as to how Mr. Yakuel intended on 

complying with this obligation, Mr. Yakuel’s counsel responded, stating, “my clients are willing 

to  discuss  the  matter  with  Mr.  Gluck  if  he  withdraws  all  challenges  to  the  validity  and 

enforceability of the Amendment.  It would otherwise be an exercise in futility given Mr. Gluck’s 

decision to simultaneously attempt to disaffirm the Amendment.”  (R-106.)  Mr. Yakuel’s refusal 

to engage in the process required by the Amendment (unless Mr. Gluck capitulated on his claims) 

was a clear breach of the Amendment.  This breach meant that many expenses were included in 

the appraisals when they were not, in fact, appropriate business expenses. 

142. Mr. Yakuel also falsely represented to PWC that there were no personal or non-

recurring expenses included in the 2018 financial statements he provided to PWC.  (R-122 at 1(b), 

2(c).)  In fact, Mr. Yakuel included more than $110,000 of personal expenses on the Company’s 

books and records, including: (i) $7,993 for his daughter’s birthday party, (ii) $8,028 for his trip 

to Burning Man, (iii) $5,218 for his birthday party in a lounge, (iv) more than $53,000 for flights, 

hotels, rental cars, and expenses for vacations he took with his wife and children; and (v) more 

than $12,000 on automobile expenses, including exotic car rentals (although he did not drive to 

work or use his car for business purposes), and (vi) more than $16,000 on other miscellaneous 

personal expenses.  (R-123.) 

143. After being confronted  with Gluck’s analysis of expenses, Mr.  Yakuel  concedes 

that  more  than  $69,000  of  personal  expenses  were  improperly  included  in  the  2018  financial 

statements provided to PWC but claims his “assistant mistakenly charged the company credit card 
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instead of [his] personal credit card for something like a flight for a vacation or a hotel.”  (R-199 

at ¶ 196-97.)  This excuse is simply not credible.  For example, a number of the charges were made 

in restaurants in which Mr. Yakuel himself—not his assistant—placed the charges on the Company 

credit  card.   Moreover,  Mr.  Yakuel’s  refusal  to  participate  in  the  process  set  forth in  the 

Amendment, to engage with Mr. Gluck and agree on personal expenses which need to be added 

back to the financial statements, make Mr. Yakuel’s “mistakes” inexcusable.  

144. Mr.  Yakuel’s also  claims that  $40,000  of  the  expenses  Mr.  Gluck  identifies  as 

personal were in fact business expenses.  This, too, is not credible.  For example, Mr. Yakuel wrote 

in an exhibit he prepared for the parallel arbitration that a $5,218 charge at a lounge called Lavo 

(which occurred on the weekend of Mr. Yakuel’s birthday) was in fact a “Company Party.  Event 

was attended by employees after company received award from Bing.Com.”  (C-98.)  However, 

publicly-available information reveals that days before the party, it was announced that Agency 

Within did not win the award from Bing.Com. (R-213, R-214.) 

145. Mr. Yakuel’s claim that his attendance at Burning Man, for which he spent more 

than  $8,000  of  Agency  Within’s  money,  with  his  friend  of  eight  years,  Ryan  Urban,  was  a 

“networking expense” is also incredible on its face.  (C-98.)  

ii. Executive Compensation 

146. Messrs. Gluck and Yakuel historically took no salary from Agency Within, instead 

splitting Company profits pursuant to their respective equity interests in the Company.  Following 

the exercise of the Repurchase Option and firing of Mr. Gluck, Mr. Yakuel approved a   

salary for himself comprised of   in base compensation and   in “commissions” 

for bringing in new business to Agency Within.  (R-119.)  He represented to PWC that this salary 

was  in  line  with  market  compensation  for  chief  executives  of  similarly  sized  marketing  and 

advertising agencies.   
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147. However, he provided PWC with a report from a firm called ERI showing that a   

 salary is market for an executive at a company earning $300 million in revenue—

not a company like Agency Within, which had earned approximately   in revenue in 

2018.  (R-126.)   A report from the same source  of  information, ERI, based  on  all  of  the  same 

metrics and  criteria  used  by  Mr.  Yakuel, shows  that  a  market  salary  for  the  chief  executive  of 

Agency Within, including all cash and incentives, would be  .  (R-127.)   

148. Mr.  Yakuel  similarly  overstated  the  market  compensation  for  executives  at  a 

company the size of Agency Within for the years 2015, 2016, and 2017, causing the Company’s 

operating expenses to be overstated by hundreds of thousands of dollars and EBITDA and margins 

to be considerably understated for those years.  (Compare R-109 at Exhibit 13 of 16, with R-127, 

R-215 (2018), R-216, R-217 (2017), R-218, R-219 (2016), R-220, R-221 (2015).) 

iii. Credit Card Points 

149. Mr. Yakuel failed to inform PWC about the value of the credit card points earned 

on the corporate card, which represent income to Agency Within.  Based on credit card statements 

produced by Mr. Yakuel in discovery, the credit card points were valued at approximately   

for 2016,   for 2017, and   for 2018.  Agency Within’s net income should have been 

adjusted accordingly. 

iv. Pass-Through Media Expenses 

150. In 2017 and 2018, the Company laid out millions of dollars on media purchases for 

clients, which were later billed to, and reimbursed by, clients.  These charges were referred to as 

“pass-through  media  expenses.”    However,  the  Company  historically  booked  these  charges 

improperly, calling them advertising expenses  when they should have been booked  as costs of 

goods sold (“COGS”).  (R-122 at 2(c).) 
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151. Mr. Yakuel hired an accounting firm, Grassi & Co., purportedly to restate the 2018 

financials to (i) move pass-through media costs out of advertising expenses and into a line item for 

COGS and (ii) to transition the Company’s books from cash to accrual basis.  (R-112.)  Mr. Yakuel 

never provided the work papers supporting Grassi & Co.’s restatement of 2018 financials to PWC 

or provided PWC with sufficient financial information to verify the gross and net income figures, 

or expense figures, calculated by Grassi & Co. 

152. Grassi & Co. failed to move all of the pass-through media costs out of the expenses 

for 2018, causing the 2018 advertising expenses to be substantially overstated.  Based on media 

invoices (R-165) and the 2018 general ledger produced by Mr. Yakuel in discovery in the parallel 

arbitration (R-124), this resulted in the expenses for 2018 being overstated by at least  .5   

153. Also, the presentation of historical financial information presented by Mr. Yakuel 

to PWC did not move pass-through media expenses to COGS for 2017.  (R-122 at 2(c).)  Based 

on media invoices (R-165) and the 2017 general ledger produced by Mr. Yakuel in discovery (R-

161), this resulted in the expenses for 2017 being overstated by at least  . 

v. Other Inappropriate Expenses 

154. The  financial  statements  also  include  inappropriate  non-recurring  business 

expenses,  including    of  legal  fees  to  Robins  Kaplan,  Mr.  Yakuel’s  counsel  in  this 

litigation, in one-time recruiting expenses associated with increased hiring in 2018, and 

 paid to an employee of one of Mr. Yakuel’s side businesses, Joseph Ammar.    

* * * 

                                                 
5  In addition, it appears as though Grassi & Co. overstated the amount of 2018 revenue representing pass-through 
media costs by several million dollars, resulting in EBITDA being lower by the same amount.  Mr. Yakuel failed to 
produce, to PWC or Mr. Gluck, complete information which would allow Grassi’s work to be verified.    
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155. The  inaccuracies  in  reporting  personal  expenses,  credit  card  points,  executive 

compensation, pass-through media expenses and other inappropriate expenses directly impacted 

the PWC appraisal in a two highly material ways.   

156. First, it understated Agency Within’s EBITDA and margins for those years.  Had 

the correct information been provided to PWC, it would have shown consistent normalized profit 

margins  between   and    for  the  years  2016,  2017,  and  2018.    Instead,  Mr.  Yakuel’s 

presentation of financial information, including the inaccuracies noted above, showed margins of 

,  , and   for the years 2016, 2017, 2018, respectively. 

157. This  consistency  in  profit  margins  experienced  by  the  Company  would  have 

indicated  to  PWC  that  Mr.  Yakuel’s  projections  showing that  by  2020 the  Company’s  profit 

margins would be only  were not credible on their face and could not be accepted by PWC.   

158. Second,  Mr.  Yakuel’s  projections  of  future  expenses  were  built  off  of  the 

Company’s  2018  expenses.    By  overstating  the  Company’s  2018  historical  information,  Mr. 

Yakuel  overstated  his  projections  of  future  expenses.    This necessarily  reduced  the amount  of 

PWC’s appraisal.   

vi. Other Assets of Agency Within  

159. In addition to providing PWC with incorrect financial statements, Mr. Yakuel failed 

to alert PWC to other Company assets, which PWC should have considered in valuing Mr. Gluck’s 

units.   

160. For example, in a June 10, 2019 affidavit, provided in the parallel arbitration, Mr. 

Yakuel testified that Agency Within had “proprietary information . . . trade secrets, customer lists, 

business  methods  and  models,  financial  information,  and  intellectual  property,  including  

 

”  (R-82 at ¶ 30.)  Mr. Yakuel further testified that these trade secrets 
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and proprietary information were extremely valuable and gave Agency Within “an advantage over 

its competitors.”  (Id.) 

161. However, just three months earlier, when PWC was conducting the appraisal, Mr. 

Yakuel failed to identify any of these items as intellectual property to PWC or alert PWC to their 

existence and value as assets of Agency Within. 

162. In addition, Mr. Yakuel failed to identify “Relocation and Employment Assistance 

Program” (“REAP”) credits it had applied for with NYC as an asset of the Company.  Mr. Yakuel 

spent more than   of Agency Within’s funds on maintaining a 13-person WeWork space 

in Manhattan (in addition to its large corporate offices in Long Island City, New York), so that 

employees could be moved out of Manhattan and qualify for valuable REAP credits.  Despite Mr. 

Yakuel’s confidence in the program and willingness to spend   to qualify, Mr.  Yakuel 

failed to identify these credits as an asset of the Company.   

e. The Yakuel Projections 

163. In December 2018, Mr. Yakuel began preparing projections of Agency Within’s 

revenue  and  expenses  for  the  years  2019  to  2023.    Based  on  the  engagement  letter  that  he 

negotiated and signed with PWC, Mr. Yakuel knew  that PWC would rely  on these projections 

without verifying their accuracy or reasonableness.  Accordingly, Mr. Yakuel used them as the 

primary instrument to ensure that PWC would determine the value of Mr. Gluck’s units in Agency 

Within to be substantially below their real fair market value. 

164. Mr. Yakuel prepared three sets of projections:  one in December 2018 (R-110); one 

in January 2019 (R-111), which superseded the December projections; and one in February 2019 

(R-112),  which  superseded  the  January  projections.    With  each  set  of  projections,  Mr.  Yakuel 

became more aggressive, painting an increasingly bleaker picture of Agency Within’s future.   
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165. While Agency Within had just finished , with over-

growth from 2017, - in revenue, - in EBITDA, and roughly II margins, 
Mr. Yakuel's projections stated that: 

• 

• It would take more than five yearn for revenue to recover to 2018 levels; 

• Expenses would increase by- in 2019 and keep increasing each year thereafter; 

• EBITDA would fall by more than II in 2019, from more than- in 2018 to just 

~ in 2019, finther decrease to just - in 2020, and hover at I 
~ llowing years; 

• Margins would decrease from II in 2016, 2017, and 2018 to- in 2019, then hover 
between. and- in 2020 to 2023; and 

less 

166. Mr. Yakuel represented (and PWC accepted) that although Agency Within had 

grown its revenue and EBITDA by more than - for the first fom yearn of its existence, the 

company was about to suffer a decline of nearly II-Mr. Yakuel 's projections were so different 
than the Company's historical experience that they caused PWC to value the company based on 

Mr. Yakuel's projections for the year 2020 (although the valuation date was December 31, 2018). 

(R-109 at 37.) 

-42-
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167. In essence, Mr. Yakuel told PWC that the years 2015 to 2018 (in other words, the 

entire existence of the Company) were not indicative of Agency Within' s "nonnalized" financial 

pe1f01mance and that the fictional year 2020 was more indicative of Agency Within' s n01mal 

peif01mance. (R-109 at 37.) 

168. In an attempt to justify this, Mr. Y akuel offered three "reasons" for the calamitous 

decline in revenue and profitability that he predicted: first, that the Company would -

; second, that the Company would be unable to replace the revenue 

lost by customers ending their relationships with Agency Within; and third, that Agency Within' s 

expenses would substantially increase. 

i. Justification One: 

169. Mr. Yakuel claimed the projections he provided to PWC reflected that-

170. Like the projections themselves, Mr. Yakuel's treatment of. changed over 

time. In his first set of projections from December 2018, Mr. Yakuel stated that Agency Within 

. Accordingly, he prepared two projections, 

(R-110.) Mr. Y akuel did not provide a reasonable basis for his belief 

that 

171. In his second set of projections, sent on Janua1y 11, 2019, Mr. Yakuel only provided 

projections showing .  (R-111.) Yet later that same day, Mr. Y akuel 

informed PWC that 

. (R-114.) 

172. Despite this, Mr. Yakuel's final projections, and all of his subsequent 

communications to PWC, fomly stated that 

-43-
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.  (See, e.g., R-112.)  For example, on February 4, 2019, Mr. Yakuel told PWC 

that “[t]he most up to date data, especially concerning client acquisition and losses, show that the 

 

.”  

(R-112.) 

173. Mr. Yakuel did not have a reasonable basis for saying that  

.  In the arbitration, Mr. Yakuel pointed to three bases for his 

claim :  (i) the fact that 

 

 

.  

(R-199 at ¶ 172.) 

174. However, these bases were entirely pretextual.   

 

 

  (R-164 at Q&A attachment (response to question 6), .)   

175. Mr. Yakuel recognized that  

.    (R-164  at  Q&A  attachment  (response  to 

question 6).)  His final projections, showing that  
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176. Further, Mr. Yakuel has been speaking out of both sides of his mouth on this issue, 

even in submissions to the arbitration.  For example, in June 2019, Mr. Yakuel argued that the 

liquidated damages provision in the non-compete contained in the  Amendment  was  reasonable 

because: 

(R-115 at. 23 n.13 (citing R-82).) 

177. Mr. Yakuel also argued that a global scope for the non-compete was reasonable: 

(R-115 at 12-13 (citing R-82).) 

178. Mr. Yakuel made these arguments fewer than three months after PWC completed 

an appraisal in which it relied upon Mr. Yakuel’s unequivocal representation that  

  (R-109 at 24.) 

179.  highlights Mr. Yakuel’s direct and insurmountable conflict of 

interest.  Even if one were to take Mr. Yakuel at his word, that he believed  

, Mr. Yakuel was likely seeing 

what he wanted to see.  Mr. Yakuel interpreted the data in a way that would financially benefit 
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him in the appraisal.  Thus, although  

 

.   

180.   (R-199 at n.20.)  But 

Mr. Yakuel’s intentional misconduct, or conflict of interest, prevented him from presenting PWC 

with projections that considered .         

ii. Justification Two:  Mr. Yakuel’s Sudden Inability to Develop 
New Business 

181. Another  reason  proffered  by  Mr.  Yakuel  for  his  projections  was  his  purported 

inability to develop new clients for Agency Within. 

182. Mr. Yakuel has a proven track record for developing new business and replacing 

terminating clients.  Mr. Yakuel signing   new clients in 2016,   clients in 2017, and   in 2018.  

(R-109.)    Mr.  Yakuel  has  done  this  without  spending  any  material  funds  on  marketing  or 

advertising the Company’s services.  In addition, the company has progressively raised its rates 

and minimum monthly fees, moving its customer base to larger, more profitable enterprise clients.   

183. However, Mr. Yakuel told PWC that he would be unable to replace all of the clients 

who left in the future and grow the business, as he had done consistently for the last four years.  

(See, e.g., R-112; R-122 at 5-6.)  PWC relied on his representations and projections and conducted 

the appraisal on the assumption that Agency Within would  

.  (R-109 at 24, Report Ex. 5 of 16.) 

184. Mr. Yakuel’s representations and projections are not credible.  Mr. Yakuel signed 

eight new clients in the fourth quarter of 2018, including  

      (R-133;  R-164  (Q&A  attachment  at  question  6).)  

Moreover, Agency Within’s website and other publicly available information shows that in 2019, 
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Agency Within has signed massive brands, including Facebook, Budweiser, Purple, and Acorns, 

and has now taken over the in-house marketing department at Shake Shack.  (See, e.g., R-117.) 

185. Mr. Yakuel’s only evidence of the purported headwinds the Company was facing, 

in terms of business development following 2018, was a single quarter in its history (Q4 2018) in 

which the Company .  However, from a financial perspective, Q4 

2018 was .  Agency Within earned over  in 

revenue that quarter ( ).  It is likely the case that Mr. 

Yakuel’s business development was down in this quarter because of his preoccupation with  

  Further, even counting Q4 2018, the average number of Company 

clients increased year-over-year, from approximately .   

186. Mr. Yakuel’s projections also represent that Agency Within will spend  

in business development expenses in each year of 2019 through 2023, including   for 

client conferences.  (R-112.)  This is in contrast with the negligible amount of money spent on 

business development in 2015 through 2018.  Yet, at the same time, Mr. Yakuel projects that these 

business development expenses will not yield a growth in business.  Similarly, the Company spent 

  on  a  new  creative  studio  and  on  employees  for  its  creative 

department, yet Mr. Yakuel predicted no future revenue streams from these new capabilities.  

187. Finally, Mr. Yakuel projects that he will earn at least   of commissions for 

bringing  in  new  business  to  Agency  Within  in  2019  and  beyond,  translating  into  at  least   

 in new business for the Company generated by Mr. Yakuel.  (R-109, R-118.)  Mr. Yakuel’s 

revenue forecasts to PWC do not reflect that Agency Within will capture this new business.  (R-

109 at 23.)   
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188. Once  again,  whether  it  was  intentional  misconduct,  or  his  conflict of  interest  in 

creating the projections, Mr. Yakuel interpreted and presented the data to PWC in a way that would 

financially benefit him in the appraisal and be detrimental to Mr. Gluck. 

iii. Justification Three:  Despite Projections Showing a Sharp Drop 
in Revenue and Massive Client Exists, Mr. Yakuel Plans to 
Spend Like a Drunken Sailor  

189. One of the largest expenses recorded by Mr. Yakuel is , 

which Mr. Yakuel predicts will .  (See, e.g., R-112.)    

 

.  (R-109 at 21.) 

190. On  the  expense  side,  while  Mr.  Yakuel  projects  employee  compensation  will 

continue to increase, he also told PWC that Agency Within would undergo a “hiring freeze” due 

.  (R-164; R-118.)  These two positions are difficult to reconcile.  Moreover, 

Agency Within never stopped hiring new employees.  For example, it currently has more than 30 

open positions on the Glassdoor job site.  (R-201; R-120.) 

191. Mr. Yakuel also told PWC that Agency Within would spend more than   

 

 

.  (R-111.) 

192. There is no evidence that some of these expenses were actually incurred, including 

the payments .  In addition, these expenditures are 

completely inconsistent with a company projected to go from   EBITDA to   

EBITDA in two years’ time.  (R-109 at 23.) 

193. Mr. Yakuel is either deliberately overstating Agency Within’s expected expenses 

or he is deliberately understating Agency’s Within’s expected future performance, or he is doing 
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both.  Regardless, the above demonstrates that the information he provided to PWC was inaccurate, 

misleading, and calculated to cause PWC to undervalue Mr. Gluck’s units. 

f. Failure to Include Mr. Gluck’s Capital Account and Share of Profits 

194. Following  the  exercise  of  the  Repurchase Option, Mr.  Yakuel converted Mr. 

Gluck’s capital account, which contained over $900,000 that was owed to Mr. Gluck from 2017 

and prior years (and on which Mr. Gluck has already paid taxes), for himself.  (R-125.)   

195. Mr. Yakuel also failed to distribute to Mr. Gluck over   in undistributed 

profits for 2018, as of the day Mr. Yakuel exercised the Repurchase Option.   

196. Further,  Mr.  Yakuel  continued  to  take  distributions  to  himself,  totaling  over   

, before the appraisal was finalized, but did not allocate 35% of these profits to Mr. Gluck’s 

35,000  class  C  units,  for  distribution  in  the  eventual  buyout  of  these  units.    Mr.  Yakuel’s 

distributions had  the  effect  of  siphoning  funds  from  Agency  Within,  thereby  unfairly and 

arbitrarily reducing the appraised value of Mr. Gluck’s units. 

197. Mr.  Gluck’s  capital  account,  as  well  as  his  35%  portion  of  all  profits  and 

distributions from 2018 through the closing of the buyout, should have been added to the appraised 

value of Mr. Gluck’s units (and without application of valuation discounts).   

* * * 
198. Petitioners’ conduct, as fully set forth above, caused the appraisal proceeding to 

lack  due  process  and  fundamental  fairness  and  further  caused  PWC  to  incorrectly  appraise 

Respondent’s units and undervalue the units by millions of dollars. 

199. Rather than the   value assigned to the units by PWC, upon information 

and belief, the fair market value of Respondent’s units, as of December 31, 2018, after discounting 

for appropriate valuation discounts, was in excess of  .   
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COUNT ONE 

(Due Process and Fundamental Fairness) 

200. Respondent repeats and realleges each allegation in the precedent paragraphs, as if 

fully set forth herein.  

201. As set forth more fully above, the conduct described above caused the appraisal 

proceeding to lack due process and fundamental fairness. 

202. Among other things, Mr. Yakuel unilaterally decided on the rules of the process 

with PWC, who was supposed to serve as the neutral; the rules provided that only Mr. Yakuel 

could provide information and evidence to PWC for the appraisal; PWC would accept all of the 

information  Mr.  Yakuel  provided  as  “accurate  and  complete”;    and  PWC  would  not  use  its 

independent judgment to evaluate or verify the information Mr. Yakuel provided. 

203. Mr. Gluck had no opportunity to submit his own information or evidence, or object 

to the information provided by Mr. Yakuel as  inaccurate or tainted by conflict of interest (and 

when Mr. Gluck tried to object, Mr. Yakuel refused to allow PWC to accept his information, and 

it was ignored).   

204. In addition, Agency Within insulated PWC from liability by agreeing to indemnify 

PWC against any third-party claims. 

205. Because the proceeding lacked due process and fundamental fairness, the appraisal 

award which resulted must be vacated. 

COUNT TWO 

(9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(1) and CPLR § 7511(b)(1)(i)) 

206. Respondent repeats and realleges each allegation in the precedent paragraphs, as if 

fully set forth herein.  
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207. The Award was procured by means prohibited by 9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(1).  

208. Respondent’s rights  were  further  prejudiced  by  means  prohibited  by  CPLR  § 

7511(b)(1)(i).  

209. Petitioners’ wrongful conduct, including conduct prohibited by 9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(1) 

and CPLR § 7511(b)(1)(i), directly and proximately caused the appraiser to improperly value the 

fair market value of Respondent’s units in Agency Within.  

210. Accordingly, the appraisal award must be vacated. 

COUNT THREE 

(9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(2) and CPLR § 7511(b)(1)(ii)) 

211. Respondent repeats and realleges each allegation in the precedent paragraphs, as if 

fully set forth herein.  

212. As  set  forth  more  fully  above,  the terms  of  the  engagement  letter  between 

Petitioners and PWC led to the evident partiality of PWC towards Petitioners.  

213. These engagement  terms,  as  well  as  the conduct set  forth  more  fully  above, 

compromised the fairness, integrity and objectivity of the proceeding and further prejudiced the 

rights of Respondent.  

214. Accordingly, the appraisal award must be vacated. 

COUNT FOUR 

(9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(3) and CPLR § 7511(b)(1)(ii)) 

215. Respondent repeats and realleges each allegation in the precedent paragraphs, as if 

fully set forth herein.  
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216. PWC  committed  misconduct  in  the  proceeding  by  refusing  to  hear  evidence 

pertinent  and  material  to  the  controversy,  causing  the  rights  of  Respondent  to  have  been 

prejudiced.  

217. Accordingly, the appraisal award must be vacated. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Respondent respectfully requests that this Court enter an order: 

a) Vacating the appraisal award pursuant to 9 U.S.C. § 10 and CPLR § 7511; 

b) Awarding Respondent its costs and fees to the full extent provided by law; and/or 

c) Granting such other relief as it deems necessary and proper. 

Dated: New York, New York 
January 13, 2020 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
COOLEY LLP 
 
By:  /s/David H. Kupfer     
        David H. Kupfer 
 
Rachel Thorn 
David H. Kupfer 
Amanda Liverzani 
COOLEY LLP 
55 Hudson Yards 
New York, New York  10001 
Phone:  (212) 479-6000 
 
Attorneys for Respondent Andrew Gluck 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF New York

@l110 ------- ------- & X &

In the Matter of the Application of

JOSEPH YAKUEL, AGENCY WITHIN LLC, and GET THINGS DONE

LLC,

Petitioners,

For Judgment Confirming an Appraisal Award

-against-

ANDREW GLUCK,

Respondent.

&

&

Index No. 158184/2019

Verification

-- --------- & X &

ANDREW GLUCK, being duly sworn, deposes and says that deponent is the

above-named respondent; deponent has read the forgoing Petition to Vacate

1
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Appraisal Award and knows its contents; the same is true to deponent's

knowledge, except to those matters stated to be alleged on information and

belief, and as to those matters deponent believes it to be true.

Andrew Gluck

State of Virginia

County Prince William

Subscribed and sworn to before me,

on this 12th day of January 2020 2;
COURTNEY Y HOFFMAN

y Andrew Gluck.
REGISTRATIONNUMBER

7847240
COMMISSIONEXPIRES

DECEMBER 31, 2023

Electronic No ry Public

Notarized online using audio video communication

2
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